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(DRAFT)Customer Access Strategy
2018

Agenda Item 5

This strategy sets out the shared vision of the London Borough of Sutton and the Royal Borough
of Kingston upon Thames to make it easier for our residents to self-serve and contact us when
they need to.

We will develop a culture where community engagement is hardwired into everything we do,
residents are listened to and our services are designed with them to meet their needs. At the
same time, we need to focus on getting the basics right, ensuring we manage expectations from
the outset, deliver on our promises and keep residents informed of progress. We want to make
sure we get things right first time, preventing the need for unnecessary chase ups and repeat
issues. When we make mistakes, we need to learn from them and put things right quickly,
improving resident satisfaction.

Cllr Jayne McCoy,
London Borough of Sutton

Cllr Jon Tolley,
Royal Borough of Kingston Upon Thames
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We are ambitious for the future and have a great opportunity to improve our online services for
those who prefer to use them, making it easier for residents who need to contact us by phone or
in person. We want to improve things at a time when demand is increasing and resources are
reducing, following significant funding cuts to local services by central government.
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Foreword -

Introduction
•

In late 2017 RBK and LBS joined forces to create a shared Customer Service,
providing access to RBK & LBS by phone, online and face to face.

•

Both boroughs have an opportunity to improve the customer experience to
improve outcomes, reduce costs and meet the growing expectations
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• This strategy describes our current operating model and target operating model
for 2018 and beyond
• A high proportion of our residents are able and want to contact us online, we will
also ensure that phone and face to face support are available to those who need
it.

• The roadmap sets out the key activities for the next twelve months to deliver this
strategy including those that have been recently completed or are underway.
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• This includes the vision we want to achieve, how we will organise to deliver it, the
capabilities we need to get there, and the benefits and risks of doing so.

The Customer Access Strategy is aligned to key strategies already in place at RBK and LBS such as Sutton’s
Evolve Digital Strategy and RBK’s No Stone Unturned Programme. The Customer Access Strategy will be a
key enabler for the delivery of both the Sutton Plan and the developing RBK Corporate Plan
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Strategic Context

Digital Strategy Vision
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Who are our customers?
Our customers include everyone who lives, works, visits, learns or does business in LBS & RBK including:
RBK

Number of residents

202,600

175,400

Number of households

85,243

69,849

Number of active businesses

8710

8970

Average age of residents

38.9

37.1

% residents aged 0-15

21%

20%

% residents of working age

64%

67%

% residents aged over 65

15%

13%

% residents whose main language is not english

10%

16%

% residents from Black, Asian & Minority Ethnic groups

25%

30%

% residents with a disability

14%

15%

Source https://londondatastore-upload.s3.amazonaws.com/instant-atlas/borough-profiles/atlas.html
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LBS
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Data

As Is – Journey to Digital

X
“Remember me
and relate to
me intelligently
as a single
organisation”

“Give me the
information I
need to help
me deal with
events in my
life”

❖

Our current score is
based on doing not badly
on these first two
categories. However, we
don’t deliver well or at all
on the rest

“Let me track
progress openly
online”

X
“Give me the
tools that
enable me to
assess my own
needs”

X

“Let me tell you
what services are
performing well
and how they can
be improved”

X
“Connect me to
people who have
similar needs and
engage with us to
help re-design
services”

Across the councils, our
online digital offer is
improving, but it’s not the
main channel used by
customers. Many of our
services have an online
presence but little
functionality
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“Enable me to
apply, report
and pay for
things online
24/7/365”

X

❖
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If we want our customers to engage with us on the services they need then we need
to give them the ability to do so. Currently our score on this ‘Journey to Digital’ is
relatively low

Insight- Opportunities for Digital
We benefit from some of the best connectivity and highest levels of digital inclusion in the UK including:
LBS

RBK

% Householders receiving broadband speeds of at least 10 megabits per second
(Mbps) and 4G mobile data from all providers

99%

100%

% Adults have been online in last 3 months

94%

96%

% Adults with 5 basic digital skills

80%

82%

% Adults who have used 5 basic digital skills in last 3 months

41%

43%
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Indicator (Source http://heatmap.thetechpartnership.com 2017 data)
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The fast pace of technological change and the increased
use of digital technologies in all aspects of work and life
places new demands on everyone. The Essential Digital
Skills Framework , launched on 10th May 2018 by Lloyds
Banking Group and the Tech Partnership, defines the
skills needed to safely benefit from, participate in and
contribute to the digital world of today and the future.

We will also work with our partners and the community
sector to signpost digital inclusion support to our
residents. We recognise that not everyone will want to
go online and we will not take a one size fits all approach,
ensuring phone and face to face support are available as
needed.
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We are committed to supporting our residents to
develop their digital skills and providing support in our
face to face centres and libraries for those residents who
need help to go online. This is not just about accessing
council services online but enabling residents to gain the
broader benefits of digital inclusion such as combating
loneliness by keeping in touch with family and friends,
learning new skills, accessing employment opportunities,
gaining cheaper utilities and accessing other government
services such as universal credit.
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Digital Inclusion

As Is – How we interact with customers and providers
This reflects how customers currently contact us – repeatedly, separately and with no
visibility of what services or providers are available to meet their needs...
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As Is – Customer contact provision across the councils
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We have three contact centres and two face to face service centres, providing a front end for multiple services in the

councils. Customer Service base budget is £2.1m of which (£1.8m is General Fund and £0.3k is HRA-specific). There are
also other service access points, provided individually by services across the councils, total cost unknown

Onl

ine

face
Fac
e to

pho
Tele

Onl

ine

ne

face
Fac
e to

Tele

❖

Other services e.g.

Customer Service – Contact Centre and Face to
Face
Professional

Back office /
Business

Customer
Contact

Inconsistent view
of the council and
services from the
customer’s
perspective
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pho

ne

❖

Total contact
volumes outside
customer service
unknown and
unmeasured.

As Is Customer Service - Channels
❖

The majority of contact is via the
telephone. Residents can
experience long wait times.

❖

Contact resolution is
not measured and
residents contact us
repeatedly about the
same issues

❖

We do not measure
cost of contact.
Benchmark figures
are £8.21 per face to
face, £2.59 per call
and £0.09 per online
transaction.

❖

Our email channel is
not integrated with
other channels

❖

We do not effectively
measure channel shift

Customer
Service
Centre

Websites

Online
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Face to
face

LBS Civic
Offices/ RBK
GH2
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(RBK & LBS Customer Service Calls)

Online take up is high
with a combined 10
million individual page
views on our websites
last year. The limited
availability of online
services leads to
channel duplication
with residents having to
call or email us to
complete their
transactions

A high proportion of
contact is considered
avoidable e.g.
backlogs impacting on
contact volumes and
service failure

Customer Services

Telephone – over 481402
calls per annum

❖

❖

❖ Both websites had failed accessibility assessments making it difficult for residents
with disabilities to access the services they needed.
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Website - January 2018

❖ The search functionality on both websites was poor and it was difficult to find the
right information

❖ A lack of training and development in writing for the web and Plain English led to
some information being overly complex and difficult to understand.
❖ Analytics were not being used to ensure that regularly visited pages were easiest to
find and to review pages that were not used at all.
❖ Good progress had been made in online content for some service areas for both
councils creating a good foundation for further improvement.
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❖ Website information had not been kept up to date for all services creating
confusion and leading to avoidable contact.

Customer Service – Organisation model - Jan 2018
Our telephone and face to face services are stretched and in high
demand. As a consequence, performance suffers. We are reactive,
rather than proactive.

❖

A lack of cross-skilling in customer service creates handoffs of up to
30% between services and longer queues. Small teams cannot
manage with sickness or leave. The structure is enforced by multiple
line of business systems and lack of knowledge management

❖

Staff satisfaction is low, 2 grade variation for colleagues doing the
same role within the team impacting on recruitment and retention.

❖

There is a reliance on temporary staff to deal with increased calls
without addressing root causes e.g service failure

❖

We are not engaging with customers effectively or using feedback

❖

A lack of clearly defined service standards leads to a failure to
adequately manage customer expectations, leading to repeat
contact and failure demand.

Telephone – Customer Service Centre
Waste

Planning

Council Tax,
Business Rates
& Benefits (LBS
only)

Registrars &
Libraries

Housing &
Repairs

General
Enquiries

Adult Social
Care
Highways &
Enforcement

Complaints &
FOI

Translating
&Interpreting

56 FTE Customer Advisors, operating from
LBS Civic Office and GH2

❖

❖
Different telephony platforms
between LBS and RBK preventing
resilience across service.
The perception of the service is ❖
poor

There is a lack of training and development in
the team, no team meetings to share learning
and ideas.
Separate instances of on premise Microsoft
Dynamics CRM leading to inefficiency
between teams with key areas managed on
spreadsheets.

❖
❖

We have no oversight of the
bigger picture of customer
contact across LBS & RBK
We not customer centric and our
performance measures drive the
wrong behaviours e,g answer
phone quickly rather than resolve
the problem
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❖
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❖

Pictorial representation of the As Is
Agenda Item 5
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Customer Access Strategy Vision

•

Services are developed by involving our residents, listening and learning from
their complaints and feedback and hardwiring engagement in to everything we
do.

•

Customer Service provides a single, multi- channel point of contact for LBS, RBK
and relevant partner services. Our digital services are so good that people prefer
to use them, creating capacity for telephone and face-to-face services for those
that need them.

•

In-depth visibility and a single view of customer contact enables demand
management as well as opportunities for improvement and redesign through
robust data.

•

We are a professional trusted service that connects residents to the service they
need through a digital platform that joins up communities and partners to meet
needs.
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We are proud to work as ambassadors for LBS & RBK enabling the right outcomes
for our residents.
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•

Management team reorganisation completed for shared customer service, permanent colleagues appointed to all
roles and working together to improve the service.

❖

Reorganisation of front line roles within customer service team completed introducing an equal pay structure
across both boroughs. A new, progressive structure is introduced including customer service apprentices, customer
service advisers and customer experience leads enabling colleagues to develop and progress their careers within
the service.

❖

Cross skilling training completed with colleagues able to assist customers across an increased range of services and
proactively identifying opportunities to improve services on an ongoing basis.

❖

Weekly team briefings introduced to improve communication and training across the service with regular
attendance from services we support to ensure knowledge is kept up to date.

❖

Significant improvements to the sutton.gov.uk and kingston.gov.uk websites with both boroughs passing the
SOCITM Better Connected Accessibility Assessment achieved through working with the Digital Accessibility Centre.

❖

Complaints support centralised for both boroughs to enable a consistent response and to address LGO concerns at
RBK, LGO note improvement in responsiveness at RBK.

❖

New bite- size customer feedback training developed and launched with colleagues at LBS and RBK to enable
customer service improvement.

❖

Significant reduction in use of temporary staff at both LBS and RBK with all permanent roles appointed to.

❖

Collaborative work with service areas is making a positive impact on reducing avoidable contact with a reduction in
waste enquiries in Sutton of 62% from 73209 Apr-Oct 17 to 27503 Apr-Oct 18
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❖
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Interim State - December 2018

Future State - Context
In the future, we will operate in quite a different way providing a platform and acting as
a facilitator to enable our customers to access services
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Measuring our performance the right way
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We are establishing new performance measures which will encourage the right behaviours and
measure the right things

% channel shift achieved for customer services overall
% assisted self-serve transactions

Number of calls offered to customer service centre
Number of face to face visits
Average wait time per telephone call
Average wait time per face to face visits
Percentage of FOI requests responded to within 20 working days
Percentage of complaints resolved at Stage 1
Percentage of complaints responded to on time
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% of transactions resolved at first point of contact

Customer service standards
When customers go online we aim to:
•
•
•

Ensure our website is up to date, accessible and responsive
Make our online services easy to use enabling residents to easily report issues to
us.
Provide clear timescales for next steps, progress tracking and updates for all
enquiries instantly 24/7
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When customers email us we aim to:
• Auto-acknowledge all emails on receipt
• Provide an initial update within 3 working days giving a further update on when a
full response can be provided.
• Provide a full response within 10 working days giving timescales for any further
action needed
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When customers call us we aim to:
• Keep call waiting times to under 5 minutes and under 10 minutes during busy
times
• Resolve the issue there and then whenever we can and provide a timescale for
next steps when that’s not possible

Future State 2019+ - Channels

30%

Assisted digital

20%
❖

Specialist / case work

There will be little avoidable contact as the customer
can easily find the info they need, plus digital services
will eliminate the other causes e.g. backlogs &
progress chasing.

❖

80% enquiries will be
resolved at first point of
contact

❖

50% of contact will be
online self service.

❖

30% of contact will be fully
resolved by customer
service colleagues using
assisted digital. E.g. those
who cannot or will not self
serve

❖

20% of contact will be more
complex requiring specialist
knowledge to resolve

❖

We will hardwire
community engagement in
to everything we do, asking
residents to rate services
then analysing and using
data to improve services
including mystery shopping.

Our online services will
be significantly
improved and enable
customers to pay, book
apply, track and
monitor
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Self service online

Online will be the channel ❖
of preference for most.
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Customer
contact

50%

❖

Future State 2019+ - Engagement
We will hardwire engagement in to our approach to customer service ensuring we
involve our customers at every stage from listening to ideas for future improvements
through to designing changes to services and testing them out including:
•
•

•

•

•
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•
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•

Focus groups to take place as part of service redesign activities with residents,
businesses, key partners, colleagues and councillors.
Link with local committees to ensure that the community perspective is
understood and future developments are aligned to local needs.
Online feedback feature developed on every page of the council website to
ensure continuous improvement of website.
Developing an ongoing mystery shopping programme for council services linking
with peer advocates to ensure the needs of customers with disabilities are
understood and met.
Testing of all new online services to involve residents and councillors to ensure
needs are met .
Councillor casework pilot to improve support for councillors in resolving problem
issues for residents.
Link with Citizen Commissioners and focus on outcomes based commissioning.

Future state 2019+ – Digital platform

❖

line

❖

On

e to
Fac

pho
n

e

fac

e

❖

❖

Published customer service standards for online,
phone and face to face contact to ensure customers
receive a consistent service and we publish our
performance against those standards.
Being clear with our customers from the outset
what they can expect from us, explaining timescales
and next steps. If we are unable to help we will be
open and honest about the reasons for this and
provide relevant information or advice.
Making every contact count, resolving enquiries first
time whenever we can. Keeping residents informed
on progress with their enquiries and the outcome,
closing the loop.
Working closely with our services to manage
demand and address root causes of contact.
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❖
❖

Consistent view of the customer
All customer facing services will share part or all of
this model , e.g. shared reporting, shared technology,
shared skills, shared locations
Consistent reporting, monitoring and improvement.
Contact volumes via all channels consistently
measured and understood, costs reduced.

Tel
e

❖
❖
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We will have a single, consistent approach to handling customer contact including
telephone, face to face and online, across all services at LBS & RBK and relevant partner
services facilitated by our digital platform

Consistent contact management, inc. e.g.:
Customer Services
Integration

Case
management

Performance
Data

Future State - Effect of digital services on self-service
The simpler a service is, the greater a degree of self-service will occur. The more complex,
the greater degree of case work or specialist work we’ll need from our Customer Service
Colleagues
Waste

Licensing

Highways

Planning

Repairs

Council Tax

Benefits

Homelessness

Customer Service Advisor specialist work

Social Care

Customer self-service and assisted digital
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20% - more
complex,
assessment and
case driven

80% - simpler,
transactional
and info driven

We will always have some
residents who cannot or will
not self serve, and some who
only want to self serve

❖

To encourage self service, for some services we
could consider promoting the online service above
other channels e.g. Manchester City Council always
provide the digital service as the primary option
before phone numbers
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❖

❖

There will be a single team in the
❖
shared customer service, who
answer all enquiries from assisted
digital to specialist, using knowledge
management, quality training and
effective IT. There will be no hand
❖
offs.

❖
We will work flexibly to meet
demand, improving satisfaction,
with first time resolution in most
cases

❖

We will use new technology to
enable our staff to update customers
when they are out in the
community.
A community presence will start to be developed,
working with libraries, community facilities etc to
enable digital inclusion.

❖

We will work collaboratively with our partners
and the community to find creative solutions,
focusing on outcomes based commissioning and
hardwiring community engagement in to
everything we do.

❖

We will develop a culture of taking responsibility:
‘owning’ an issue through to resolution by
developing our customer service skills across the
organisation, listening to our customers to learn
when we can improve and recognise what we do
well. We want to ensure that when a customer
contacts us, they get an excellent service,
regardless of the department they are contacting
by making customer service part of everyone's
role.
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Assisted Digital and enquiry resolution:
One team where all staff can answer all
contacts

Processing/Fulfilment Teams
(specialist or case work)

Service areas will receive consistent
and quality information, evidence
and have a single view of the
customer

We will have great data which we ❖
will use to continuously improve
services

Customer Service Centre

Waste, Highways, Planning,
Council Tax, Benefits, Rents
Housing, Streets, Adult Social
Care, Registrars, Libraries
Other call types
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Future State 2019+ - Organisation model

Pictorial representation of the To Be
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Enable digital access to services
delivered end to end for both
colleagues and customers (self service)

Multi-skilling

Single view of
information and
data

Colleagues have a consistent or single
view of the customer, of knowledge &
of services. Customers have this too

Automated risk
assessment

Knowledge
management

Colleagues have the right knowledge
content to respond to the customer,
across a range of services

Integration ability

Colleagues are able to be multi-skilled in
the services they can offer across the
whole CS range
Automated risk-based assessment to
determine the amount of evidence
required for individual customers

Ability to connect data sources, enable
interoperability between systems, include
those outside LBS &RBK
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Digital service
delivery
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Capabilities to support delivery of the future state

Information
management and
provision

Ensuring the right information is available
at the right time, for customer advisors,
online for customers, and for providers

Evidence use

Service Redesign

Ability to use the available data to
improve the service and enable demand
reduction

Case management

Rate and narrate

Ability for customers to feedback on
services to inform improvement and help
other customers

Marketing &
publicity

Ability to advertise and promote digital
services, externally and internally. We
need to maximise take up of digital
services

Customer insight
and feedback

Ability to access market research to
understand our customers, the services
they want and the channels they use

Record, report and
analyse

Capture relevant data consistently from
a number of sources and use to inform
service improvement

Customer evidence uploading and
storage, tell us once and reuse with
consent link with GDPR workstream
Consistent method for handling cases
both within CS and those that get
passed to other services

Value and Benefits

•

More for less – Customer Services will be a leaner and enhanced service with
detailed business cases developed to identify further savings and efficiencies.

•

We realise significant value from introducing digital services via channel shift and
also from reducing avoidable contact

•

We’ll have a greater degree of faster contact resolution at first point of contact,
therefore happier customers, with robust customer satisfaction data.

•

Better outcomes overall by capturing and analysing insight and feedback, and
then using that data to redesign

•

More resilience by less reliance on specialists and skills spread across teams,
cross-training all staff.
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In 2018/19 savings of approx £0.4 million have been delivered in the shared
customer service through a reduction in the use of temporary staff and
reorganisation of the team. Enhanced technology will enable the service to
operate effectively at a reduced cost.
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•

Description

Mitigation

Customer platform will
increase customer
contact in some way

Making it easier to contact us through the customer
platform could potentially generate greater degrees of
contact

Design the customer platform as
part of the Customer Service
Model to manage demand
effectively.

Channel shift does not
happen as expected

The degree of channel shift that can be achieved can be
predicted but is an unknown. Service change may
impact this in an unexpected way e.g. driving up footfall

Clear promotion and signposting
of digital services at all points of
access

Cross-skilling

Cross-skilling will involve increased training and
development of colleagues impacting on business as
usual performance

Completing training during
quieter periods

Technology availability
inc customer account
and digital services,
automation

The enabling technologies are not available in the
timescale needed. These are due to be delivered but not
yet available. This could prevent the delivery of a single
contact-handling team, reducing the amount of benefit
available, or efficiencies in services.

Articulate the requirements and
carry out technology selection
and procurement activities.
Deliver early, test feasibility

Call volumes may not
reduce

Customers may use the online services but also ring us
e.g. as happens for school admissions.

Tracking functionality,
promotion of online services
ahead of phone numbers. Better
signposting online.

Inability to realise
savings

Combination of any of these risks could mean we don’t
realise savings

Detailed service business cases
to be developed to support
benefits realisation
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Risk
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Risks

Expanding the model further
• This model looks initially at contact currently received by Customer Services; there
is other customer contact that is received across RBK and LBS e.g. Revenues and
Benefits in RBK and potentially partners like SHP and others in LBS
• In time, we will want to move to this model for all services as it will provide a
consistent front-end for customers, channel shift, consistent management and
effective monitoring

• The degree of centralisation could vary between each service e.g. monitoring and
reporting could be consistent, although location might be separate
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• First we need to develop the model and embed within Customer Services, future
opportunities for expanding to other services and partners on a commercial basis
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The Action Plan sets out the steps that are being taken to implement the strategy,
detailed project plans are in place where appropriate
Action

Corporate customer service training and development:
● Training for all RBK & LBS colleagues on customer care
including service standards, complaints and improvement
● Leadership development to include ‘back to floor’ programme for
senior managers to spend time on the front line to support
performance improvement
Engage with customers to improve customer service:
● Create opportunities for customers to get involved including
focus groups, mystery shopping, online feedback, designing and
testing online services.

Timescale
✅ April 2018
✅ June 2018

✅ December 2018

✅ April 2018
April 2019

April 2018 - ongoing
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Create Shared LBS & RBK Customer Service:
●
Appoint to joint Management Team
●
Reorganise to create multi-skilled roles for shared customer
service team and introduce career progression from apprentice
to lead roles
● Cross-skilling training for customer service colleagues enabling
efficiency and performance improvement
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Action Plan

Action Plan
Action
Customer Care:
● Review and and centralise complaints support
● Re-launch complaints and customer feedback procedures
for LBS and RBK
● Publish annual customer feedback reports including impact
e.g. ‘you said, we did’

July 2019

✅ April 2018
✅ September 2018
Phase 1: April 2019
Phase 2: November 2019
Phase 3: April 2020
Phase 4: November 2020

✅ July 2018
✅ October 2018

April 2019 - November 2020
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Performance:
● Review customer service performance management
framework to ensure we are measuring the right things
● Develop and publish clear customer service standards for all
access channels and for high volume transactional services
● Review and update service standards as part of customer
platform programme

✅ July 2018
January 2019
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Website:
● Ensure our websites meet accessibility standards and
residents with disabilities can access.
● Train colleagues in each directorate to edit the website to
improve content for all services
● Complete website content reviews for all services to ensure
information is easy to find, relevant and up to date. Services
in phase 1-4 to align with customer platform programme.

Timescale

Action

Timescale

Customer Platform:
Develop our requirements for a shared digital platform for
LBS & RBK

✅ June 2018

January 2019

Service Redesign Programme to improve access online,
phone and face to face delivering a consistent customer
experience and reducing costs.

Phase 1: April 2019
Phase 2: November 2019
Phase 3: April 2020
Phase 4: November 2020

Digital Inclusion:
Engage with key stakeholders to identify current digital
inclusion work taking place with partners in LBS and RBK

January 2019

Identify opportunities to develop and enhance support for
digital inclusion with partners.

April 2019

Develop local digital inclusion framework to ensure ongoing
support and focus.

August 2019
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Procure a shared digital platform for LBS and RBK and agree
a detailed timetable for implementation
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Action Plan

